Abstract-The Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud computing model is widely used in current IT industry, providing the cloud users virtual machines as the executing environment. However, current executing environment the cloud provided is not trustworthy. For a user's executing environment faces threats from malicious cloud users who aim at attacking the underlying virtualization software (virtual machine monitor, VMM, or hypervisor). In this paper, we first make an analysis of the potential threats to a commodity hypervisor, and then propose architecture to build a more trustworthy executing environment for IaaS cloud. The main ideas of our architecture are: removing interaction between hypervisor and the exposed executing environment, enhancing platform data secrecy as well as providing feature rich environment attestation. To prove the effectiveness of our architecture, we build a prototype system, named TrustOSV, which can host multiple trustworthy isolated computing environments on multi-core x86 hardware. The final evaluation shows that TrustOSV can provide enhanced security guarantees to the exposed VMs at modest cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has become the buzzword of IT industry. In the past few years, a lot of IT companies have moved their workloads to the cloud. This trend will become more and more notable in the future [1] . Among the several proposed cloud computing models, IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud appears to be the most interesting one for customers, as it offers VM hosting as the service. This kind of service enables cloud users to run their applications and services in remote cloud. And it facilitates cloud users to maintain their personalized software stack and host the ever increasing customers' data. However, the lack of trustworthiness of the remote cloud executing environment has limited its further deployment and thus proves to be the major public concern [2] .
In IaaS cloud computing model, cloud users who run their workloads have no choice but to trust the cloud providers. A cloud provider normally uses virtual machine monitors to multiplex hardware resources, do server consolidation, etc. Hence, a normally running virtual machine monitor should successfully support the concurrent execution of multiple operating systems (commonly called the Guest Operating System, Guest OS) with the capacity of complete executing isolation. But unfortunately, current attacks [3] , [4] , [5] and the vulnerability reports [6] , [7] show that traditional VMMs (such as Xen [8] , VMware [9] and KVM [10] ) still have a lot of security problems, which may cause the up-running VMs insecure. This is mainly caused by the large attack surface between the VMM and the Guest OS. In other words, a Guest OS needs to frequently trap to hypervisor to request the privilege services. This brings various interactions between a Guest OS and the hypervisor, which can lead to the violation of VMM executing integrity. Once an intended attacker hijacks the host VMM, all of the other running Guest OSes will be under control. Thus the security sensitive workloads from cloud users may execute untrusted.
To make matter worst, the underlying VMM software itself can not be trusted. The cloud administrator may be genuinely mal-intentioned, or "honest but curious", or simply ignorant of threats posed by malware. With the VMM-to-guest interactions, any malicious operations performed by the underlying hypervisor (or a privileged dom0 VM [8] ) would result in control flow hijacking attack or memory dumping attack in user VMs [11] . At the same time, as all the sensitive data are stored on cloud platform, the adversaries and/or cloud administrators may make unauthorized access to unencrypted sensitive data [12] . For example, Google recently fired two employees for breaching user privacy [13] . Hence IaaS customers have no way to control their remote executing environment, and lack the knowledge of whether their executing environment runs in a correct platform. The lack of "trust proof" makes customers have no choice but to "believe" that the underlying platform works in a good state.
Being aware of such serious situation, current cloud providers may choose to fix those vulnerabilities by promptly patching the underlying software [14] , [15] . While before the patches work, those vulnerabilities may still lead to zero-day exploits, raising user privacy leakage or possibility of data loss [2] , [16] , [17] . Researchers also propose to make formal verification on cloud infrastructure softwares [18] , [19] . However, those researches show that it brings tremendous cost on formalizing the prototype software system [18] . For example, G.Klein et.al built the seL4 OS kernel with formal verification method, and it takes 20+ person years to formalize a 8K LOC (lines of code) operating system kernel. The experiment indicates that it is nearly impossible to formalize commodity hypervisor like Xen, KVM. Most recently, researchers have also made attempts by modifying hardware architecture (e.g. adding hardware registers and special hardware assisted data storage) to enforce secrecy over the running guest OSes [20] , [21] . However, these approaches may require large scale hardware modification, and unfortunately current hardware venders haven't adopted their approaches yet.
In this paper, we first analyze why a current commodity hypervisor cannot provide safe executing environment for cloud users. Then we argue the possibility of a retrofitted hypervisor model, and provide architecture which can be used to build trustworthy executing environment for remote cloud users. Finally we demonstrate the possibility of this architecture with a prototype system implementation.
We leverage the currently popular multi-core hardware platform and the hardware-support for virtualization (such as AMD SVM [22] , Intel VT-x [23] ) to realize such a system. By making Guest OSes explicitly run on preallocated cores and RAMs and forcing the Guest OS to use network software instead of emulated I/O device, our system can remove most hypervisor -guest interactions. Hence it eliminates the major threat to an executing environment. By leveraging a stackable file system over existing file systems [24] , TrustOSV provides applicationtransparent data encryption, and thus prevents data leakage against potentially malicious cloud administrators.
TrustOSV system also provides hash attestation of the initial executing environment state to remote cloud users, which can ensure the integrity of a trusted environment. Through planting a non-bypassed attestation agent in hypervisor context, TrustOSV provides flexible and feather rich attestation service with various customers' demand. By leveraging a memory-locking technique, TrustOSV provides the runtime integrity on its security guarantees. With all the protection and platform attestation, the users can make sure that they are served by trusted VM instances.
We list the contributions below, which also serves as a roadmap to the paper: 1) We analyze the cause of VMM system software vulnerability, and indicate one important reason why hypervisor cannot provide safe executing environment for cloud users in hardware sharing environment, taking a commodity VMM as an example ( §2). 2) We point out the possibility of multi-core based trustworthy VMM architecture for strict resource isolation and feather-rich platform attestation ( §3). By illustrating the life cycle of a VM running, we show it provides life long protection over the outsourced VMs ( §4). 3) We implement TrustOSV, a prototype system to realize such architecture ( §5), and evaluate its effectiveness in both security and performance ( §6).
II. BACKGROUND AND SECURITY WEAKNESS OF COMMODITY HYPERVISOR
Hypervisor in cloud computing environment has been widely used in hardware resource multiplexing, application mobility, server consolidation, and task isolation, etc. A normally running virtual machine monitor should successfully support the concurrent execution of multiple operating systems. The VMM realizes those characteristics by multiplexing processor cores and physical memory, emulating I/O devices, etc. But these can also bring security concerns. In the following section, we will demonstrate this kind of security weakness caused by hypervisor-guest interaction. The goal of the analysis is to answer three questions: 1) what does current hardware virtualization support? 2) Is commodity virtualization software secure enough to provide trustworthy guest environment? 3) If not, does this kind of hypervisor vulnerability exist in real world?
What does current hardware virtualization support? Current processor supports hardware-assisted virtualization and a new processor mode -guest mode. Normally, a guest operating system runs in guest mode for most of the time. When a privilege instruction is emitted, the hardware saves the guest state to a virtual machine control block (VMCB) structure, and turns to host mode executing.
Modern hardware-support for virtualization also provides nested page table (NPT) address translation technique. A guest's view of its physical address space could be different from the actual layout of the CPU's physical address space. Therefore, the host needs to translate the guest physical addresses to the CPU's physical address (also called the host physical address). Figure 1 illustrates it.
Is commodity virtualization software secure enough to provide trustworthy guest environment? By multiplexing processor cores and physical memory, commodity hypervisor could directly control the executing flow of a Guest OS. That means an operating system in the cloud should trust the underlying virtualization software. Unfortunately, hypervisor in cloud computing environment (especially in a multi-tenant cloud) cannot be trusted. This is because that any malicious operation either exploited by a malicious guest VM or mis-operated by an administrator could potentially lead to an untrusted executing environment. For example, one important function a hypervisor provides is the I/O emulation. By emulating I/O device with an emulator (normally a QEMU emulator [25] ), the Guest OS runs as if it owns the physical device. When a Guest OS emits an I/O instruction, the hypervisor capture this event, followed by processor guest-to-host mode switching together with complicated event handling and sophisticated software stack saving and restoring. This over complex guest -hypervisor interaction may make a guest executing environment much more vulnerable since it brings a larger attack surface.
We call the operations or instructions that switch the system from guest mode executing to host mode executing the VM_EXIT events. Other system behaviors in virtualization environment would also cause VM_EXIT, such as Nested Paging page fault, operation on specific registers, processor HLT instruction, etc.
We capture the VM_EXIT events on a KVM hypervisor for a 10 seconds period and record the type of VM_EXIT event and its corresponding appearance count. Table I shows the type of each VM_EXIT event and its distribution in a KVM hypervisor. We configure a single core, 1GB RAM virtual machine as the Guest OS. We manually assign different workload, record the VM_EXIT events numbers and analyze the corresponding reasons. The table shows that with normal workload such as compiling Linux kernel (kernel built), the NPT fault rate could be rather high. And the result also shows that even for the empty workload, the frequency of VM_EXIT event is also remarkable. Beside the high frequency of VM_EXIT events, the event handling procedure is also complex. To further demonstrate the complexity of hypervisor-guest interaction, we analyze the VM_EXIT event handling procedure in KVM hypervisor (Shown in Figure 2 ). During the complex host-guest state switch, malicious attacker would be able to hijack hypervisor's control flow. Does this kind of hypervisor vulnerability exist in real world? We manually examined hypervisor vulnerabilities from NVD database [26] in the last two years 1 , and checked out 129 vulnerabilities covering from mainstream hypervisors like Xen, KVM and VMware. We found that more than 98 out of the 129 vulnerabilities were caused by hypervisor-guest interactions, and 69 of them could cause a host or running user VM crashing, leading to deny of service attacks. We found 25 out of the 129 vulnerabilities made the guest obtain host privilege. Table II shows the result.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Threat model, Goals and Assumption
In this paper, we address two types of threat originated from hypervisor-Guest OS interaction: attacks from malicious Guest OS to hypervisor (malicious cloud users may trigger vulnerabilities of the hypervisor through the guest-to-hypervisor interaction); and the contrary attacks from malicious underlying environment to the up-running user computing environment. Although TrustOSV focuses on how to provide cloud user a trustworthy computing environment (the second type), we should take the first threat into account. Because a compromised hypervisor could easily cause an untrusted execution of users' VMs.
Our primary goal is to prevent hypervisor directly interacting with a computing environment runtime via intercepting privileged I/O operation, handling memory mapping, etc. Meanwhile, the Guest OS is precluded from triggering vulnerabilities in hypervisor via those VM_EXIT events. At the same time, we prevent the malicious or "honest-but-curious" administrator from dumping sensitive information in memory or leaking data from the permanent storage. Moreover, we provide cloud users trust information about the underlying environment and their own cloud executing environment (such as guest initial state, immutable running state, etc.).
We assume to run the system in a commodity x86 hardware, which means it is equipped with hardware assisted virtualization like AMD SVM or Intel VT-x extension. And we also assume the platform is equipped with TPM chips to guarantee load-time integrity. At last, the system is assumed to run on a platform with correct hardware configuration, and any physically destructive actions should be prevented. B. Architecture overview Figure 3 shows the architecture of our system, and we will demonstrate in the rest of this paper how this architecture can provide an isolated and trustworthy environment to execute the security-sensitive applications.
The overall system contains four main components: an isolated and strictly protected micro-hypervisor, a management operating system for controlling cloud executing environment, several isolated trustworthy executing environment to run security-sensitive applications, and a hypervisor-embedded attestation agent that attests the underlying environment to remote users. Our system can create multiple copies of trustworthy executing environment on a hardware-sharing platform.
The central part of the system is a micro-hypervisor. It boots first after the hardware has warmed up. And it will collect the system hardware information and then boot the first operating system for platform management. The central job for micro-hypervisor is to partition hardware resources and allocate them to each executing environment. Once it begins to run, the micro-hypervisor isolates itself from all the running OSes by leveraging existing hardware protection mechanisms (For example, write protection bit in page table, nested page table, I/O MMU, etc.).
With the help of an embedded attestation agent, the micro-hypervisor also enables cloud users to attest system information, the initial integrity of the up-running operating system memory image, and any other targets specified by cloud users. To prevent potential attackers from compromising the platform attestation (e.g. modifying attestation logic or bypassing the attestation logic), the micro-hypervisor will lock its memory code pages down immediately after it boots up. The details will be shown in the following part of this section.
The management operating system runs directly on the pre-allocated hardware with few interactions to microhypervisor (except for some commands like, start a VM, show running VMs, etc.). It has only one interface which notifies the micro-hypervisor to set up the executing environment. The management OS contains a virtual network card for user VMs' network connection and is responsible for routing users' packages to the outside world.
After setting up the management operating system, the whole system is ready to create trustworthy executing environment. When a secure executing environment is needed, the management OS would notify hypervisor to boot an executing environment. The isolated executing environment is also booted by micro-hypervisor, but it has no interaction with the hypervisor immediately after the boot-up procedure.
In the rest of the section, we show the design principles to build a trustworthy executing environment in TrustOSV system.
C. Design principles
In order to prevent the safe executing environment from being destroyed by untrusted infrastructural softwares, we should ensure: 1) initial state correctness of the executing environment; 2) no runtime hypervisor intervention for the executing environment; 3) data secrecy for customers' permanence storage.
In our system design, cloud user would first attests the integrity of the initial executing environment state before using it. Customers would first send the attestation request (with a challenge key) to TrustOSV hypervisor, in order to attest the integrity of the kernel images and underlying system state. TrustOSV calculates the hash, seals it with other system information with the platform signing key, and sends it back. Customers unseal it with the public key from trusted third party servers, and then verify the attestation result. In this way, TrustOSV ensures the customers the system runs in correct state, and could also prevent the initial kernel image faking attack [27] , [28] .
To follow the second design principle, the interaction between guest and host hypervisor should be removed. From the analysis in section II, we can remove the interaction by eliminating the VM_EXIT in a hypervisor. We have to mention that we could not simply clear the corresponding bit in VMCB, since a real NPT fault without a handler will crash the isolated executing environment.
For the third design principle, we need to provide data secrecy for customers' permanent storage. While in order to provide permanent storage secrecy, TrustOSV should not sacrifice the transparency and flexibility of the cloud storage system. In other word, we should not let the customers to identify their sensitive data and encrypt them before send to the cloud.
In the rest of this section, we show in detail how these design principles come to work.
1) VM_EXIT avoided resource allocation:
Nowadays the hypervisor dynamically manages processor cores and system memory. By dynamically managing the system resource, hypervisor can provide more virtual resources than the physical machine owns. But this can also bring frequent hypervisor -Guest OS interaction, which is a large attack surface to an ideal isolated environment. In our prototype system, we statically pre-allocate processor cores and physical memory to the executing environment before it is launched.
In a traditional hypervisor (such as KVM), a Guest OS uses page tables of its own to translate guest-virtual address to guest-physical address (GVA->GPA). And the hypervisor translates guest-physical address to hostphysical address (GPA->HPA). In our experiment, more than 45% of the VM_EXIT events occur in the above steps and more than 80% VM crashes are resulted of the exit events. Also traditional hypervisor leverages ondemand paging technique to complete address translation, which may also bring large attack vector for intruders.
On platform which implements nested paging in hardware, the MMU consults both the guest and host page tables to perform a 2D (GVA->GPA->HPA) address translation. If we prepare the nested page table in advance, there will be no interaction with virtualization software. Thus, by pre-allocating memory ranges for an isolated executing environment and preparing NPT in advance, we can eliminate 45% of the VM_EXIT events and observably improve the safety of the executing environment.
To remove the hypervisor-guest OS interaction, TrustOSV relies on a static resource allocator and the resource pool. In particular, TrustOSV hypervisor contains a resource pool for customer VM creation. The resource pool maintains a list of platform idle CPUs and physical memories. On receiving the starting VM requests, TrustOSV resource allocator allocates the CPU cores and multiple ranges of memory according to customers' demands. The resource allocator is also responsible for boundary checks. For example, resource allocator checks the physical pages' ownership in order to avoid illegal memory double mapping. 2 2) Stackable encryption filesystem over distributed protocol: As described in section II, emulated I/O device could be another major source of threat to isolated environment. How to eliminate the security problem brought by emulated I/O device while still maintain the I/O functionality is an open problem. One way to remove the emulated I/O device is to dedicate physical I/O device to the isolated executing environment. However, this solution does not scale.
In the architecture, we replace the I/O device with distributed protocol. Since there is no need for a mouse, keyboard, or printer in cloud environment, the only thing needed is the network connection and the storage for the executing environment. We provide a virtual network interface card (NIC) for network connection to the executing environment. In our virtual NIC design, we use the shared memory for network package transmission, and leverage inter-processor interrupt (IPI) for package arriving notification. The management operating system is configured as a router to transmit packages from executing environment to the outside world. More details of our virtual NIC design are described in paper [29] .
Another important part of I/O operations is accessing storage system. In our protocol system design, we provide the isolated executing environment with network file system (NFS). It can offer the executing environment storage service, while without using I/O device emulation. And this can greatly eliminate the MMIO VM_EXIT event.
However, using an existing network file system alone cannot provide secrecy for customers' data, especially permanent file data on cloud servers. Since an "honestbut-curious" cloud administrator may wish to view customer data with privileged authority. One way to solve this problem is to identify every sensitive files by cloud users themselves, encrypt each file and send it to the cloud. But this user involved approach may sacrifice the flexibility and convenience of the cloud. Therefore, we decided to plant a stackable file system as building blocks to add desired encryption functionality over standard network file system interfaces. In this way, the security of the data exchanged between clients and servers is ensured.
Stackable file systems are layers that intercept VFSlayer requests, probably modify the associated data or metadata and forward them further. They can be mounted over existing file systems, directories, or files. In TrustOSV design, we insert an encryption wrap file system between VFS layer and the network file system, which provides data secrecy for TrustOSV users. Figure 4 shows a simple stackable file system diagram which receives requests from VFS, encrypts data blocks and passes them to the underlying file systems.
Through the design approaches described above, we 2 One purpose for double mapping check is to prevent a physical memory page from accessed by two or more guest OS (or hypervisor itself). By checking illegal double mapping, TrustOSV can provide a strictly isolation for guest executing environment. However, the only one legal double mapping in TrustOSV design is used for virtual network card buffering. We analyze this scenario in Section VI. could not only remove the VM_EXIT events caused by I/O emulation but also provide data secrecy against potential malicious cloud administrators.
3) Self-locked attestation agent: To provide a feather rich platform attestation, TrustOSV also provides an incontext, feather rich platform measurement agent. Although the boot-up integrity can be measured by secure co-processors (like TPM), attestation based on hardware chips may still has limitations. For example, a hardware based platform could be difficult to break the semantic gap between attestator and the attestation objects, like the page mapping of hypervisor or the resource pool for guest VMs.
In TrustOSV design, we plant a tiny attestation agent in hypervisor context, which facilitates cloud users to attest the underlying system condition. However, the problem arises when the hypervisor itself is compromised (such as suffering from a buffer overflow attack, etc.); the incontext measurement agent will be bypassed. To solve this problem, we adapt a non-bypassable memory lockdown technique [30] for attestation agent. Although it is not new, we first apply it to TrustOSV hypervisor and use it to give full protection over attestation agent module. In the rest of this section, we make a brief review of the nobypassable memory lockdown technique and then we will provide more details about its application scenario -the memory-locked attestation agent -in TrustOSV design.
In commodity x86 architecture systems, the pagingbased system protection divides the virtual address space into pages, and physical memory into frames of the same size. When paging mode is enabled, the x86 memory management unit (MMU) translates virtual address to physical memory address mapping by consulting an inmemory page table. Therefore, by modifying the page table content, system software can map the virtual address to any physical address needed.
The commodity x86 hardware also provides writeprotection and non-executable for a page attribute [22] . By setting the corresponding page table entry writeprotected, the x86 hardware enforces the page as read only. Therefore, when TrustOSV starts up, it prepares the page mapping and sets the pages which contains attestation agent 3 read-only. Commonly, the physical page of the page table itself is set writable. However, this facilitates attackers from directly mapping the physical address (e.g. by a buffer overflow attack) to its own address space. Hence the code and data of the TrustOSV kernel may suffer from memory modification attacks. And all the hypervisor independent resource allocation and incontext attestator would be bypassed.
In TrustOSV design, we adopt the approach proposed by Wang Z. et. al [30] . By setting the physical pages which host the page table read-only, TrustOSV remarkably prevents malicious page table update. By checking the update intention, TrustOSV accommodates benign page table updates. Fortunately, due to the simple program logic, TrustOSV will not update its own page table during the runtime and its page table will be locked immediately after TrustOSV sets up.
IV. LIFECYCLE OF A TRUSTWORTHY EXECUTING
ENVIRONMENT
As discussed in previously sections, the trustworthy running of an executing environment depends on a secure TrustOSV hypervisor. The assurance of boot up integrity could be achieved by leveraging a hardware root of trust, like a TPM chip. The use of TPM chip has been well studied and various libraries have been developed to provide boot up integrity [31], [32] . We now review the lifecycle of an outsourced job on TrustOSV platform and highlight how TrustOSV provides a trustworthy executing environment.
Initialing TrustOSV platform. When the system boots up, the boot up protocol will first load TrustOSV kernel with hardware integrity protection. Then TrustOSV sets the memory mapping for itself and reserves a private memory range to isolate itself from other running guest OS. After that, TrustOSV sets up several empty page mappings for guest OSes and clear the guest physical memory ranges by writing all 0s.
Starting a VM. Once customers start a running VM, TrustOSV allows customers to attest their remote kernel images integrity to prevent an image modification attack. On starting a VM, customers send remote platform a random challenge value (a nonce) to prevent record-andreplay attack.
On receiving the starting request, TrustOSV first generates the hash of guest OS kernel images (kernel and initrd) and the hash of the protection over TrustOSV kernel (including attestation agent, resource allocator, and memory lockdown logic). Then, the TrustOSV hypervisor signs the hash values as well as the VMID and the nonce with a hypervisor reserved signing key. 4 . This signature (SIG hash ) would be returned to system customers. The customers get the signature and may retrieve the encrypted values from a trusted third party server to verify the correctness.
SIG hash = SIGN priv_key (N C||hash(guest kernel images)||hash(protection logic)||V M ID) (1) VM_EXIT avoided runtime executing environment. To ensure guest OS running safely and isolatedly, TrustOSV provides a VM_EXIT avoided runtime for guest execution. As described in previous section, TrustOSV pre-allocates the hardware resource for the guest executing environment. To avoid the MMIO VM_EXIT events while still provide storage service, TrustOSV leverages existing network filesystem for the running guest. The security of the remote storage is guaranteed by a stackable file system layer, making applications transparently encrypt the data at the modest cost (Describe in Section VI).
Moreover, due to the resource pre-allocation and distributed protocol instead of I/O, a guest OS is no longer trapped to TrustOSV. Thus any unexpected traps will be simply ignored by TrustOSV handlers (e.g. unexpected hypercalls). And we should also note that TrustOSV is not responsible for the executing environment hangs caused by the guest OS crashes. Such problems can be addressed by either the reliable OS kernel techniques [33] , or the verification of OS design [18] .
VM Termination. When the VM is terminated, TrustOSV collects the corresponding resource back to the resource pool. At the same time, TrustOSV clears all the memory ranges a guest environment has used by writing the memory ranges with all 0s. With that, TrustOSV prevents in-memory data leakage via cold memory dumping.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
We implement the prototype system based on a homegrown efficient light-weight hypervisor named OSV [34] . The original purpose of OSV is to provide high performance computing. In this paper, we focus on presenting how to build the trustworthy computing environment based on OSV for cloud users.
In TrustOSV implementation, the first 128M physical memory is reserved for TrustOSV kernel. TrustOSV protects this memory range by removing it from all the NPTs of guest VMs and clearing the corresponding bits in device exclusive vector (DEV) to prevent DMA based memory occupation.
We manually modify the link script to locate a continuous physical memory range, which starts from 0x400000, for TrustOSV kernel's page table, and the 32MB memory behind it to serve as guest address mapping pool. We also adjust the link script to separate the code pages from data pages. This facilitates the runtime code memory lockdown as we described in Section III-C.
When TrustOSV boots up, it first sets up its own page mapping. Then TrustOSV turns on the WP protection in CR0 register, and sets the code pages as write protected. TrustOSV also enforces the "Write⊕eXecute" (W⊕X) protection over all its physical memory space, to prevent code injection attack. After all those preparations, TrustOSV locks down the physical pages which host the corresponding page table entries as read-only to prevent page table modifications by malicious attackers. Because of the small code size and the simple program logic, TrustOSV uses a 1:1 memory mapping and will not change the page map during its execution.
The TrustOSV implementation leverages normal Ubuntu distribution as platform management OS 5 , and uses NFS backed Linux kernel to serve for the trusted computing environment. We slightly modify the kernel configuration in order to load file system from network. To prevent information leakage through NFS server, we insert ecryptfs [35] stackable filesystem between VFS layer and the network filesystem, which can transparently encrypt/decrypt customers' data from/to the running applications.
As described in section III-B, we provide the network connection between the trusted computing environment and the outside world. We configure the management OS as the router for package transmitting. To simplify our implementation, we leverage the existing network control software, such as VNC viewer and SSH client, to view and control the executing environments.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation results of our trusted cloud executing environment. First, we make an analysis of the security guarantee provided by TrustOSV. After that, we report the performance overhead on executing environment with several benchmark experiments.
A. Security Analysis
The trustworthiness of the initial VM (exposed computing environment) is guaranteed by the underlying layer of micro-hypervisor. The micro-hypervisor provides the integrity proof of the VMs and underlying VMM to remote cloud users. TrustOSV removes the possibility of an administrator starting the platform in an untrusted state, e.g., by starting a rogue hypervisor. Similarly, any malicious modifications to the execution image before the VM is launched will be recorded and sent to cloud users. Note that an attacker cannot pre-store the valid hash value and reply it during the check, since we use a challengeresponse process with a user indicated random challenge key. After this stage, the cloud users can be sure that the remote underlying environment is in safe state.
The TrustOSV system can also provide the isolated runtime of the computing environment. By detaching the VM's physical memory from the management OS's control scope, TrustOSV can efficiently avoid the privacy sniffing (sensitive memory sniff) from malicious cloud administrator. Furthermore, the system pre-allocates the physical memory and the processor cores to each running VM before its boot stage. Thus it can remarkably reduce the hypervisor-guest interaction, which contributes the major attack surface of the running VMs. In fact, apart from a few VM management hypercalls (like, start a VM, list running VMs), TrustOSV has no other interaction with the running VMs. Moreover, TrustOSV protects customers' permanent data in the cloud. As we have described in Section V, an ecryptfs is used to transparently encrypt customers' sensitive data. With ecryptfs, only data users who satisfy the identity authentication can access the plaintext data. And the identity authentication can be realized by either promoting cloud user a password input or providing an authentication key from cloud customers. We would also emphasize that a malicious cloud administrator cannot intercept the password transition, both because of the SSL protection for data transfer and the strict memory isolation in TrustOSV design.
Another important factor for secure system is the small TCB code size, since a small TCB code size can make the formal verification procedure possible [18] . Table III displays the code size of TrustOSV on its different parts, as measured by the SLOCCount [36] tool. The microhypervisor kernel contains 6,917 lines of C and assembly code. The virtual network card for VM connection has 566 LOC. The verifier for user attestation contains 1,052 LOC, while the cryptography library contributes 1,380 LOC. This totals the size of the TCB to only 10,159 LOC.
To better understand the trustworthiness provided by TrustOSV, we examine several real-world vulnerabilities from NVD [26] . Since some of these vulnerabilities rely on specific VMM implementation, we only make analysis on the vulnerability mechanism and demonstrate that TrustOSV is free from those vulnerabilities.
The first vulnerability we examined is CVE-2008-3687, a heap-based buffer overflow in Xen hypervisor. This could allow unprivileged domain users (Xen domU) to execute arbitrary code via the flask_op hypercall. While for TrustOSV system, we remove the hypervisor-Guest OS interactions, and provide a hypervisor-independent computing environment for cloud users. So the underlying VMM may not easily be modified. Another vulnerability we examined is CVE-2012-0045, which happens in Linux kernel before 3.2.14. The KVM x86 emulator under this version does not properly handle 0f05 opcode, which allows a malicious guest to crash the host via a crafted application. As for TrustOSV, we remove the device emulation by using virtual network card and network protocols like network file system. Therefore, the users' executing environment will not suffer from this kind of attack.
B. Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of trusted executing environment provided by TrustOSV. By running multiple benchmarks and comparing the performance overhead with the same configuration guests from original OSV hypervisor and commodity hypervisors like KVM (as well as native Linux), we show TrustOSV has modest performance overhead.
The evaluation environment is based on a Dell R715 server. The machine is equipped with two 2GHz 8-core AMD Opteron 6128 processors with SVM extension, NPT support and 32GB physical memory. The network card is Broadcom NetXtreme 5722. We use an Ubuntu 10.04 as the management OS, and boot multiple Linux 3.1.5 kernel to serve for the trusted computing environment.
1) Micro-benchmarks: First, we measure the verifying procedure of TrustOSV. Then we will show several system call latencies of the executing environment and compare it with a same configured KVM guest. a) measurement cost: : TrustOSV provides integrity proofs of the underlying system information. After secure loading the kernel into memory, TrustOSV measures the code memory pages and the guest images with the in-memory attestor. We measure both cases, that is with/without TrustOSV self memory lock and attestation on platform, and find the attestation procedure adds no noticeable latency. In our experiment, we found it took 15 seconds from system start till the login screen for both the cases. To be precise, the time used by SHA-1 hash function for kernel images and underlying VMM's static code and data checksum is quite short (0.9 seconds), which proves that the attestor is applicable to use in real cloud. b) Lmbench: : and TrustOSV has 6.6% performance loss in Mmap Latency (latency to map a file into a process). TrustOSV has greater performance loss on I/O intensive operations. This is because TrustOSV replace I/O emulation by using distributed protocols like NFS, in order to remove VM_EXIT events from I/O emulation.
It should be noted that TrustOSV has no distinct performance drop for fork, exec, double operations test suits even compared to native Linux. Because we pre-allocate the CPU cores to each guest environment, and pre-fill the NPT items of each guest, there will be no need for hypervisor intervention.
2) Overall performance: In this part, we will demonstrate the runtime efficiency for an isolated computing environment by running SPECint 2006 benchmark suite Figure 5 are the results of our experiments. The overall performance of TrustOSV is comparable with original OSV hypervisor. And the slight performance loss (on average 3%) is mainly deal to latency when test data is loaded through the stackable file system layer.
Compared with KVM guest, we saw a range from 1% to 30% performance improvement across the board. The mcf, libquantum, and omnetpp test cases have almost 30% performance improvement. We contribute the performance improvement to the removal of VM_EXIT by using SVM and NPT hardware.
VII. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The setup of trusted executing environment depends on the TrustOSV hypervisor, and we add the desired security by removing the hypervisor-guest interaction. As a result, the flexibility of the virtualization is removed, which means we cannot virtualize more resource than the actual physical resource. However, we believe the TrustOSV system can still have applying space for the following reasons: 1) users pay the money for computing resources, therefore they should have the corresponding resources. That is what cloud users expect to receive and not the unpredictable performance and extra side channels security threats. 2) TrustOSV provides users with strict resource isolation and better trustworthiness of the running computing environment. Therefore, the cloud providers could charge for extra fee for VIP users who want to receive a more trustworthy computing environment service. In particular, real-time cloud based systems with security requirement, such as secure smart grid system [38] or realtime wireless base station infrastructures [39] , can greatly benefit from TrustOSV design.
Although TrustOSV system has demonstrated the feasibility of providing trustworthy executing environment for remote cloud users, there is still exploring space behind its implementation. Next, we discuss several possible extensions to TrustOSV and list our future works.
Verification: Most of the TrustOSV system is built on a tiny micro-hypervisor, which provide the essential resource isolation utility. The code base of the microhypervisor is quite small. Thus it is possible to perform a formal verification [18] of our system design. For example, to guarantee the design requirement functions equal to system implementation.
Transparent security sensitive workload protection: In our paper, we provide an isolated executing environment to protect security-sensitive applications in cloud. Existing works [40] , [41] attempted to use code insertion to protect part of the sensitive code, while it still needs lots of manual interactions. We propose to build transparent workload protection schema on TrustOSV without any extra manual operations.
VIII. RELATED WORKS
The related work can be classified into the following three areas: the micro-hypervisor system, enforcing the VMM and securing the cloud, and splitting large of hardware resource.
The micro hypervisor systems: Apart from the commonly used hypervisors such as Xen, KVM, VMware, there still exist other kinds of micro-hypervisor for special uses. SecVisor [42] is a small hypervisor for preventing operating system executes malicious user level code, and it provides a novel way to prevent kernel-level rootkit. BitVisor [43] is a hypervisor that intercepts device I/O to implement OS-transparent data encryption and intrusion detection. TrustVisor [40] uses a small hypervisor to isolate part of the program execution, and it aims to protect a running program from compromised by any malicious software (even including OS) on the same platform. However, the micro-hypervisor systems mentioned above aim at protecting operating systems (or single process) from compromised by malicious OS users, thus they do not meet the design goals of TrustOSV.
NOVA system [44] replaces commodity hypervisor with a small hypervisor (around 9 KLOC) in order to minimize the TCB. However, NOVA is still responsible for several management tasks (e.g. address space management, processor scheduling). Thus it still leaves potential security vulnerabilities for safe cloud executing environment.
Enforcing the VMM and securing the cloud: Several attempts focus on enforcing the hypervisor to secure the cloud [45] , [46] , [47] , [20] , [21] , [48] . One is CloudVisor system [45] , CloudVisor leverages nested virtualization technology to host Xen hypervisor and multiple Guest OSes on a tiny hypervisor. And the tiny hypervisor will intercept each VM_EXIT event and check exist reasons before passing it to Xen. Although CloudVisor also aims at preventing malicious cloud operator from stealing cloud user's privacy contents, the frequent interception on commodity VMM degrades the overall performance. Moreover, as an introduced layer, the security of CloudVisor itself is not guaranteed (as we lock the memory pages in TrustOSV).
NoHype [46] eliminates the interaction between Guest OS and Xen hypervisor, but it still leaves Host OS (Xen's Dom0) interacting with hypervisor. While actually, in a real cloud environment, the host may still be compromised and becomes one important security concern [2] , [45] . In TrustOSV system, all operating systems run symmetrically on a micro-hypervisor. In other words, except for a few of management commands (i.e. start an isolated environment command), the management OS can also avoid interacting with hypervisor. At the same time, TrustOSV system also provides memory-locked platform attestation, as well as permanent data secrecy for permanence storage, which are not appeared in NoHype design.
More recently, researchers also proposed a DEHYPE system to de-privilege the hypervisor [47] . By moving most hypervisor code into user mode and requesting privileged service with a HypeLet layer [47] , DEHYPE system can remarkably reduce system TCB. However, as a privileged code piece in host OS, HypeLet is still confronted with security vulnerabilities and thus lead to a privilege escape attack.
Splitting large hardware resource into smaller parts: Another related work is the massive resource management in large-scale heterogeneous computing environment. FOS [49] is an operating system for cloud environment, it manages multi-core platform to provide efficient cloud service. Another prototype is multi-kernel system sponsored by Microsoft Barrelfish project [50] . But they all focus on heterogeneous hardware management, while our system focuses on partitioning hardware resource for a secure executing environment.
IX. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, virtualization technology plays an important role in cloud computing. However, virtualization on a hardware-sharing platform has become a major security concern. Thus the executing environment of cloud user has become a potential target for attackers. It is emergent to provide security sensitive workload with a trustworthy executing environment. In this paper, we present an architecture which aims to provide cloud users a safe isolated executing environment, and supply cloud users integrity proof on their executing environments. We achieve our goals by leveraging the VM_EXIT avoided resource allocation, application transparent data encryption, as well as platform attestation to remote users. At last, a prototype system is built to demonstrate the feasibility of our design architecture, and the experiments show that it has optimistic performance.
